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Akelo - Andrea Cagnetti

Andrea Cagnetti, who works under the name Akelo, is an old soul living in the 21st century. He lives in a private world where he can deeply focus on his 
passion of creating beautiful golden jewels wrought with 3,000 year-old techniques as well as sculptures at the forefront of cutting-edge art. Through a ritual 
of intense meditation and experimentation, Akelo can be considered a “renaissance” man in every way. 
 
He was born in 1967 in Corchiano (in the province of Viterbo), which is built upon the ruins of the legendary Etruscan city of Fescennia. Akelo’s education as 
a teenager and young adult would carry him closer to his destiny of becoming a master goldsmith and artist. In school and after his formal education 
ended, he focused on Greek and Latin literature, on alchemy and the tools and techniques of goldsmithery and metallurgy.

Of all his singular experiences, Akelo credits the revelations inspired by “The Secret Book”, written by a mysterious alchemist named Artephius about whom 
little is known. Legend has it that Artephius was part of a spiritual brotherhood devoted to unraveling the mysteries of the hidden world. His life and work were 
a great influence for Akelo as they illustrate the commitment he needed to create his own body of work.

After a successful career as a graphic artist living in the hustle and bustle of Rome, and after many years of studying, Akelo returned to the little village of 
Corchiano. He left city life behind to fulfill his destiny as an artist. The peace and quiet of Corchiano allowed to him focus on his work.  Akelo’s body of work is 
based on myths, legends and symbols, taken from an ancestral repertory and elaborated through a personal cryptic language drawn from a knowledge of 
alchemy coming from his in-depth studies of ancient texts.  

Today, his art moves between two poles. On the one hand, Akelo creates jewelry and objects in gold of marvelous perfection, and on the other hand, 
powerful sculptures in metal.

Two poles that outwardly seem worlds apart and irreconcilable, but in reality united by the same subtle guiding principle: miniscule particles, which are 
detached from the material of the infinite cosmos. Or maybe these particles can be seen as mysterious tiny meteors vibrating with energy, looking for new 
spatial relationships, harmonious to read, located in some remote angle of the universe.

In the golden works by Akelo, these particles are microscopic in dimension. He gathers them together to create original and unique works of art, which are 
inspired by ancient civilizations but at the same instant timeless.

In his sculptures these same particles, now of macroscopic dimensions, after a prolonged wandering in the fantasy of the artist, give life to an ever more 
complex reality.

The sculptures project themselves - rotating in a magical dance - in every dimension, going one way unexpectedly, then testing the profundity of unknown 
dimensions. They thus manifest the secret “soul” of things, each one different, each one filled with the subtle breath of creation and of life. And in their 
roughness and elegant nudity, they recall the stringent rules of divine rationality that govern everything.

Akelo’s works of art have been shown in various national and international exhibitions, with his work being widely acclaimed and highly esteemed by the 
media throughout the world. Moreover, several of his pieces have become part of the permanent collections of important museums.

Strange Mechanism #3
Iron

68 cm x 70 cm x 22,5 cm
(26.7 x  27.5 x 8.8 inches) 

Public Collection 

Museum of Art and Archaeology, 
University of Missouri



Niso
Gold

58 cm x 43 cm x 19,5 cm 
(22.8 x 16.9 x 7.6 inches) 

Dreamin #1 
Gold

29,5 cm x 131 cm x 54 cm 
(11.6 x 51.5 x 21.2 inches) 



2014 A work “Babel” is became a book cover in the United 
States “The Babylon Complex: Theopolitical Fantasies of War, 
Sex, and Sovereignty”

2008-2013 Some of Akelo’s works become part of the 
permanent collections of prestigious museums

2011 “Great Designers” World Gold Council 
 
2010 The artist realizes his bronze sculpture “Hope” for the  
“Robert Bresson Prize”, a prize given every years during the 
Venice Film Festival. Directors awarded: 2010, Mahamat-Saleh 
Haroun; 2011, The brothers Jean-Pierre and Luc Dardenne; 
2012, Ken Loach; 2013 Amos Gitai; 2014 Carlo Verdone..

2009 The artist is invited to publish his studies about ancient 
goldsmithry by the prestigious Max Planck Institut magazine 
“International Journal of Material Research”.
 
2005 He presents his work at the Vicenza Gold Fair 
(Vicenzaoro) with the exhibition “Akelo: the Etruscan gold 
shines again” which illustrates his artistical and cultural 
contribution to the golsmith’s art

2002 The artist creates a series of works for Capitalia SpA

2001 His work is presented during two cultural television 
broadcasts: the Italian Ulisse, Il piacere della scoperta (RAI 3) 
and the German Abenteuer Erde (HR - Hessischer Rundfunk)
 
2000 The most prestigious italian newspaper “Corriere della 
Sera” puts him on the front page with the article: “Etruschi 
scoperto il segreto dei loro gioielli - In una pozione vegetale il 
segreto dei gioielli etruschi” (“Etruscans: in a potion the secret 
of their jewels”)

Awards

STRANGE MECHANISM #3 (2010) Sculpture 
Museum of Art and Archaeology, University of Missouri

HOEDUS II (1996) Pendant 
Newark Museum

YILDUN (2001) Pendant 
Museum of Art and Archaeology, University of Missouri

CHORT (2002) Pendant 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 

DENHEB (2004) Necklace 
Museum of Art and Archaeology, University of Missouri

SEGIN (2009) Pyx 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

Museums 

Scientific papers/Essays

“Metodo sperimentale per la realizzazione di un paio di orecchini finemente decorati con 
granulazione al pulviscolo e filigrana” Il Covile (Italy, 2013)

“Experimental survey on fluid brazing in ancient goldsmith’s art”
International Journal of Materials Research, Zeitschrift für Metallkunde - Deutsche 
Gesellschaft fur Materialkunde/Soc. Française de Métallurgie e de Matériaux/Max Planck 
Institute (Germany, 2009)

“The History and the Technique of Granulation”
Adornment, The Magazine of Jewelry & Related Arts (U.S.A. 2008)

Babel - A Tribute to Bruguel
Gold

44,3 cm; outer diameter from 38,5 to 41 cm
(17.4 x 15.1 x 16.1 inches) 

Astrazione #1 (Abstraction) 
Gold

48,5 cm x  49 cm x 18,7 cm
(19 x 19.2 x 7.3 inches) 



Gabriela Herma

Gabriela Herma is a Polish Fine Art Photographer from Bielsko-Biala, Poland. Based in London, Herma’s work is inspired by her surroundings and led by her initial 
emotional response. Each of her photographs conceal a deeper meaning and emotion that she invites her viewers to explore. Encouraging us to see beyond 
what can be seen. 

Herma’s photographs are printed onto metal and later supervened with resin and mixed materials such as Swarovski, broken mirrors and diamonds dust. Her 
photographs freeze moments of emotion and are brought to life by layering resin and reflective elements. Through this process, she injects a vitality and 
tangibility that invites us to step into the scene and experience first hand the moment Herma captured. 

One of Herma’s most significant works is Guilia, 2015. Guilia is the depiction of a red dragonfly she met in Marbella, Spain in August 2015. The dragonfly flirted 
and interacted with Herma, as if she was silently requesting to be captured by her camera. The dragonfly is a symbol of transformation that encourages us to 
seek self-realisation and uncover the deeper meaning of life. Guilia is a representation of Herma’s internal growth and ability to see beyond the surface 
meaning of her subjects, a redline through her work.

Selected Exhibition 

2017 “Sparkle of Nature” - Harrods Real Estates - London, UK
 “Sparkle of Nature” - Le Dame Art Gallery - London, UK
   Italian Vanity Art Fair - Gallery of Light - Ductat Mall of Emirates, Dubai 
   Venice Biennale - Sam Stae in Palazzo Priuli Bon, Venice, Italy 

Gabriela Herma’s works come in Limited Edition of 10/AP 

Sponsored by 

Early Morning Frost 
Mixed Media

100 cm x 150 cm x 3 cm
(39.3 x 59 x 1 Inches)



Beverly Hills
Mixed Media

80 cm x 80 cm x 3 cm
(31.4 x 31.4 x 1 Inches)

Violet
Mixed Media

100 cm x 150 cm x 3 cm
(39.3 x 59 x 1 Inches)



Walk on the sea shore
Mixed Media

80 cm x 120 cm x 3 cm
(31.4 x 47.2 x 1 Inches)

Pink
Mixed Media

80 cm x 80 cm x 3 cm
(31.4 x 31.4 x 1 Inches)



Bright Ideas Confusion
Mixed Media

80 cm x 120 cm x 3 cm
(31.4 x 47.2 x 1 Inches)

Dragonfly 
Mixed Media

80 cm x 80 cm x 3 cm
(31.4 x 31.4 x 1 Inches)



Blue
Mixed Media

100 cm x 150 cm x 3 cm
(39.3 x 59 x 1 Inches)

Sunshine
Mixed Media

80 cm x 80 cm x 3 cm
(31.4 x 31.4 x 1 Inches)



L.B Was Here 
Mixed Media

80 cm x 120 cm x 3 cm
(31.4 x 47.2 x 1 Inches)

Perspective
Mixed Media

100 cm x 150 cm x 3 cm
(39.3 x 59 x 1 Inches)



Ice
Mixed Media

80 cm x 120 cm x 3 cm
(31.4 x 47.2 x 1 Inches)

The Leaf 
Mixed Media

80 cm x 80 cm x 3 cm
(31.4 x 31.4 x 1 Inches)



Mauro Molle 

Born in Rome in 1977. In 1995 he graduates at the Art School IV Alessandro Caravillani in Rome. After this experience, he enrolled at the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Rome, where he began his first painting experiences and experiments with etching, until 2001, when he graduated in Artistic Anatomy evolution and deforma-
tion of the human figure. 

For three years he followed the course of the Scuola dell’Arte della Medaglia in Zecca dello Stato, meanwhile he begins his collaboration at the Printing House 
of the Art of Etching Luigi Ferranti, which still often visits. Since 1998, there are many exhibitions in which he participates both collective and personal, 
in Italy and abroad. He still lives and works in Rome.

Selected Exhibitions 

2017 Italian Vanity Art Fair - Gallery of Light - Ductat Mall of Emirates, Dubai 
2016   “Kaleidozoo” - Le Dame Art Gallery, London, UK
 “Armonia di equilibri impossibili” - Galleria Edarcom Europa, Rome, Italy
2015 “Jigsaw of Identity” - Le Dame Art Gallery, London, UK
2014 “Stop E-Motion” - Spazio Cima, Rome, Italy 
2013 “Incontri” - Artexpò i Granai , by Edarcom Europa, Rome, Italy
 “In-personale” - Galleria d’arte “Mondrian Suite”, Rome, Italy
2011 “Decostruzioni “ - Horti Lamiani Bettivò, Rome, Italy
 An exhibition vurated by Geoffrey Di Giacomo - David Hocquet,  Charleroi, Belgium

Equus 
Oil on Canvas

100 cm x 100 cm 
(39.3 x 39.3 x 1 Inches)



Loxodonta 
Oil on Canvas

100 cm x 100 cm
(39.3 x 39.3 x 1 Inches)

Gallus sinae 
Oil on Canvas

100 cm x 100 cm 
(39.3 x 39.3 x 1 Inches)



Chamaleo 
Oil on Canvas

100 cm x 100 cm 
(39.3 x 39.3 x 1 Inches)

Pan
Oil on Canvas

100 cm x 100 cm 
(39.3 x 39.3 x 1 Inches)



Rana (Frog) 
Oil on Canvas

100 cm x 100 cm 
(39.3 x 39.3 x 1 Inches)

Sphynx
Oil on Canvas

100 cm x 100 cm 
(39.3 x 39.3 x 1 Inches)



Dario Moschetta

Italian artist Dario Moschetta finds his inspiration from the natural beauty of people and from “the effort to try to understand people’s mood by looking at their 
face or at the movements of their bodies”.

HIs mixed media works involve various techniques he has developed and experimented instinctively, using collage and acrylic paint on paper and on canvas.

There is always a part of “randomness” in his creation process which provides the profound and unique meaning to each of his work. “Before starting a new 
work, the image I want to obtain comes from a heap of images or footage in my head. It’s like I’m directing a movie and I can choose from all those frames at 
my disposal.”

His work New York 18 can be seen on the famous America TV Show “House of Cards”

Public Collections

The Crillon Collection, Paris, France
Gruppo Unipol Milan, Italy
Urban Up Velasca Milan, Italy
Audi Exhibition Milano Fiera, Italy

New York 25
Mixed Media

100 cm x 85 cm
(39.3 x 33.4 Inches)



I float alone
Mixed Media

72 cm x 115 cm
(28.3 x 45.2 Inches)

New York 18
Mixed Media

78 cm x 118 cm
(30.7 x 46.4 Inches)

New York 30
Mixed Media

112 cm x 60 cm
(44 x 23.6 Inches)



Head 15
Mixed Media

100 cm x 100 cm
(39.3 x 39.3 Inches)

Head 12
Mixed Media
60 cm x 80 cm

(23.6 x 31.4 Inches)

A kiss
Mixed Media
80 cm x 80 cm

(31.4 x 31.4 Inches)



Blow Up
Mixed Media
80 cm x 80 cm

(31.4 x 31.4 Inches)

North by Northwest
Mixed Media

100 cm x 100 cm
(39.3 x 39.3 Inches)



Alice Padovani 

Alice Padovani was born in 1979 in Italy where she lives and works today. She graduated from the University of Bologna with a Master’s Degree in Philosophy 
in 2007 and a Master’s Degree in Visual Arts in 2015. Padovani worked as an actor and director in the early 2000s and has an interest in experimental theatre 
which rears its head in her art practice. 

Preferring drawing, installation and performance, as a visual artist she takes part in several national and international solo and group exhibitions. A constant 
research and an unconventional path in the art world leads her to explore and to experience with many differents media, themes and artistic techniques. 
Padovani has an obsession with death and the passing of time. Her art acts as a kind of visual diary for personal experiences with loss and grief. 
Ghost-like in their weightlessness, Padovani’s drawings appear to hover on the page, repetitive and process-driven. Similarly, her assemblages and installations 
possess a purposeful delicacy which gives the impression that they have just been arranged there, only minutes prior to the viewer’s arrival. A mimicking of 
museological display is evident in her object works with their pins holding small collections of specimens in place. 

Selected Exhibitions and Site-specific installations
 
2017 Collection of a magpie - Le Dame Art Gallery - London, UK
 More often, with emphatic value, so sublime - performance for Estense Gallery - Modena, Italy
2016 Vegetal works. Composite installation for ephemeral bodies – University of Verona – Verona, Italy
 Domino - installation and performance for Festival Filosofi a - Mina Studio Gallery - Modena, Italy
 Arteam Cup 2016 - Palazzo del Monferrato - Alessandria, Italy
 Limes. Geography spawns from hate - installation and performance for European night of museums - Civic Museums - Reggio Emilia, Italy
2015 Short story of a hair lock - installation and performance - Oasis contemporary art & performance - Villa Barco Zonca - Arcade, Treviso, Italy
 Wunderkammer – Dark Room Gallery – Carpi, Italy
 Small Compendium of Lost Animals – Sala Dogana – Palazzo Ducale, Genoa, Italy
 Cercare l’infi nito - installation and performance -  European night of museums - Civic Museums - Reggio Emilia, Italy
2014 De Rerum Absentia - Camera Bianca, Reggio Emilia, Italy
 Being without blood. Division into segments. Perfection achieved - Botanical Garden, Modena, Italy

2015 Art Rounds - Celeste Network – Verona (Italy)
 Who art you? 4th edition - Press Award winner – Fabbrica del Vapore - MIlan (Italy)
2014 Young Art Pitching prize, Art&Museum International Exhibition Xchange - Lingotto - Torino (Italy)
2013 Arte in Contemporanea, 3rd edition - winner of two purchase awards - Modena (Italy)

Awards 

Public Collections 
The Crillon Collection, Paris, France

Black & White Nest
Mixed Media

50 cm x 50 cm x 6 cm
(19.6 x 19.6 x 2.3 Inches)



Amber Nest
Mixed Media

26 cm x 39 cm x 6 cm
(10.2 x 15.3 x 2.3 Inches)

Golden Age
Mixed Media

39 cm x 52 cm x 6 cm
(15.3 x 20.4 x 2.3 Inches)



White Nest
Mixed Media

39 cm x 26 cm x 6 cm
(15.3 x 10.2 x 2.3 Inches)

Parrot Nest
Mixed Media

39 cm x 26 cm x 6 cm
(15.3 x 10.2 x 2.3 Inches)



About Coloured Matter 06 
Mixed Media

19.5 cm x 19.5 cm x 6 cm
(7.6 x 7.6 x 2.3 Inches)

Green Nest 
Mixed Media

39 cm x 26 cm x 6 cm
(15.3 x 10.2 x 2.3 Inches)



Above: Solid
Site-specific Installation 

Right: Golden Nest 
The Crillon Collection



Mauro Pallotta aka Maupal  

Mauro Pallotta has been in every big international newspaper from the Washington Post to Yahoo News International, The Chicago Tribune and France’s Le 
Monde to name a few. In August 2014 his works were displayed on maxi screens in Seoul during Pope Francis’ visit of South Korea.

Predominantly using acrylic spray on wool steel, MauPal’s artwork holds strong social and political value. Portraits such as ‘Islam’ and ‘Hitchcock’ represent the 
artist’s temperament and sensibility as he draws on the topics of religion and mainstream culture.

The artwork that launched MauPal’s prominence was his giant street painting of Pope Francis, positioned at a side road, just steps away from the Vatican. 
Since 2015, the artist has been exhibiting in London, where his next mural “The Yoga Queen”paid homage to her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II.

Burgeoning into one of the great art hubs of London, the Meliá White House Hotel previewed several MauPal’s paintings including his celebrated portrait of 
Alfred Hitchcock (The Level Lounge). His latest work is a site-specific installation, created for the Meliá White House during the World Travel Market, called “
Bagaglio a mano” (Hand luggage). The installation is a series of luggage depicting on one side Albert Einstein opposite to an Ape, a reminder for all travellers 
around the world or through life, to not forget to put in your luggage the same percentage of instinct and mind.

Selected Exhibitions

2017 ETERNA Official Rome’s Celebration Festival – EUR – Rome – Italy
     Artrooms Fair Melià White House – London UK
2016    ETERNA Official Rome’s Celebration Festival – MACRO Testaccio/L’altra Economia – Rome – Italy
 Goetheshaus “Der perfekte Mädelsurlaub-Rom” – book presentation – Rome
 Romics 2016 “Comics & street art” – Conference – Fiera di Roma
 Museo Bilotti “Street Art a Roma” – Photo Exhibition – Rome – Italy
2015 Ritratti di Poesia 2015, Tempio di Adriano, Rome, Italy
      Artrooms, Melia White House, London, UK
2014    “Rome Film Festival”, Hotel Marriott Via Veneto, Rome
      “Souvenir”, MAXXI Museum, Rome
      Since 1928, Le Dame Art Gallert, Notting Hill, London, UK
      Live performance at Jazzitfest, Collescipoli, Italy
 Street Art Group Exhibition, Via Fanfulla da Lodi, “Io so i nomi”, Rome, Italy
2012 Laranarossa Gallery, “People have the power”, Latina, Italy
 King’s University of London, Tutu’s Gallery, MU*SA,“Euphoria”, London, UK.
2011 Ca’ Zanardi, Sala del Bucintoro, “Quando l’eroe è donna!”, Venice, Italy
2010 Galleria Rilievi, “SoWeART“, Rome, Italy 
2009 Galleria Monocromo, “Art-Verona-Fiera”, Verona, Italy
 D’ARS Foundation, “Energia degli sguardi”, Milan, Italy 
2008 Galleria J.P. Perrier, “Mexico5”, Barcelona, Spain
 GraçiaArtsProject.com, “VirtualPermanentShow”, Barcelona, Spain
2007 Galleria Monocromo, “Art-Verona-Fiera”, Verona, Italy 
 Volunteering project, “Airport school of Tuko Pamoja ONLUS, Mombasa, Kenya.
2006 Galleria Monocromo, “Confronti“, Rome, Italy

Poppea Sabina
Acrylic on Steelwool

70 cm x 120 cm x 8 cm
(27.5 x 47.2 x 3.1 Inches)



Nerone
Acrylic on Steelwool

70 cm x 120 cm x 8 cm
(27.5 x 47.2 x 3.1 Inches)

Caio Julius Caesar
Acrylic on Steelwool

70 cm x 120 cm x 8 cm
(27.5 x 47.2 x 3.1 Inches)



A selection of Mauro Pallotta aka Maupal’s most famous murals

2017 ”Reboot”  Amatrice, Italy 
 ”Pieve Torina” Macerata, Italy 
 ”The Thin Wire” Poznan, Poland
 ”SoulCity” Rome, Italy 
 ”RomanTao”Rome, Italy 
 ”WakeUp” Rome, Italy 
2016 ”Yes I can” (Donald Trump) Rome, Italy
 ”StreetPope” Rome, Italy 
2015 ”Equitalia”Rome, Italy 
 ”Natale2015” Rome, Italy 
 ”Hope&Dream”Rome, Italy 
 ”WashingArt” Dublin, Ireland
 ”EstWest” (San Nicola) Bari, Italy 
2014 ”Revolution” Rome, Italy 
 ”L’occhio è l’unico che può accorgersi della bellezza” 
   (Pasolini), Rome, Italy 
 ”Esodati” Rome, Italy 
 ”YogaQueen” London, UK
 ”Alternativa Europea” Bruxelles, Belgium 
 “Superpope” Rome, Italy 

Paintings from murals:

“The Superpope” 
Acrylic on Canvas 
70 x 100 x 4 cm (27.5 x 47.2 x 1.5 inches)

“The Street Pope” 
Acrylic on Canvas 
100 x 120 x 2 cm (39.3 x 47.2 x 0.7 inches)

“The Yoga Queen” 
Acrylic on Canvas 
70 x 100 x 4 cm (27.5 x 47.2 x 1.5 inches)
Private Collection 

Maupal’s famous murals  



Unfinished Self 
Pastels and Charchoal on paper

100 cm x 150 cm 
(39.3 x 59 Inches)

Martin Robert Reed

Martin Robert Reeds love for drawing and painting is evident, his gestural, expressionistic and experimental marks are intentional, deliberate and are designed 
to draw and immerse the viewer into his drawings and painting to engage the viewer not only with the image presented, but the complete creative process. 
The thoughts, emotions and physicality of the artist.

As humans we are persistently engaged in thought and our emotions govern our existence, these attributes contribute to what inspires us, yet it is our action 
our physical motion that directly interprets our response to stimulus.  In this regard the drawing/painting process becomes his main concern, as this is the 
direct link with our human physicality our presence. It is this physicality in his drawings/paintings that he believes makes a direct connection to the viewer.
“Through paint it is my intention to immerse the viewer in reality. Not just my own reality as an artist, or the paintings’ reality, but for the viewer to ask questions 
about their own reality”. Figuration underpins his paintings and is the main concern, the human condition, consciousness and existence. The fascination with 
human sophistication and our complex journey.

I am conscious that I am conscious. 

The unfinished-self is rooted in self portraiture, not in a mimetic sense, not in our physical likeness but in a deeper sense. we are sophisticated beings, we have 
emotion, intelligence, imagination and aspirations. Given more time we would continue our journey of self discovery and what it means to be human. we 
never fully reach a stage of completion, we are only ever on a journey one that we can never complete, we finish our journey unfinished....

Selected Exhibitions
 
2017 East England Art Fair Norwich
 Averys Gallery Bristol solo show “Sophisticated”
 Archipeligo Gallery Eisteddfod North Wales 
 Oriel Cric Open Art Comp Crickhowel Wales
 LeDame Gallery 100% Abstract Group Exhibition Regents Park London 
 “Self” Henry Thomas Gallery Carmarthenshire Group Show
 Pancake & Booze Art Show Studio Spaces London 
2016 Grid Art Fair Trueman Brewery Brick Lane London
 Art challenge wales project grant
 Group Exhibition Powerhouse Gallery Llandysul 
 Unfinished-Self project Le Dame Art Gallery Regents Park London
 Saatchi Art Gallery (online) 
 Group exhibition Art Challenge Wales Porthcawl
 Group Exhibition Kooywood Gallery museum Place Cardiff
 Greenspace Gallery Carmarthen (curator Seedy Label)

Public Collections
Jacobs & Morowska fine art consulting LA,New York & Warsaw.
Joseph Jacobs co author `Jansons history of Art` considered to be the bible of art history, USA.
Phil Salmon-Vaughan director `Art Challenge Wales.



Unfinished Self 
Charchoal on paper

50 cm x 70 cm 
(39.3 x 59 Inches)

Unfinished Self 
Charchoal on paper

50 cm x 70 cm 
(39.3 x 59 Inches)



Nest
Mixed Media
54 cm x 54 cm 

(21.2  x 21.2  Inches)

Nest
Mixed Media
54 cm x 54 cm 

(21.2  x 21.2  Inches)



Stevens Vaughn

Stevens Vaughn is a ritualistic water painter who uses pigments to document the language of water. 
His exhibitions are influenced by his study and training in the philosophy of how important imperfection is to the state of perfection in Japan and China.
Stevens Vaughn was born in Minnesota, United States, to Vince Vaughn and Joyce Andresen; farmers and cattle ranchers. Due to a rare form of autism 
resulting in a lack of the concept of time and direction, his early life was based on seasons and events.
 
In 1984, Vaughn set up a glass sculpture and blowing studio in Hsinchu, Taiwan and designed media for US retailers including Neimen Marcus, 
Bloomingdales and Gumps during which he designed products in Limoges, France and glass on the island of Murano, Italy.
In 1988, he was hired as Vice President of Fitz and Floyd and was sent to Japan to learn sculpture and painting. It was here that he began training on how 
“imperfection is essential to creating a state of perfection”. During this time he developed ceramic and porcelain studios in Korea, Taiwan, Indonesia, China 
and in 1991 he spent one year inCuernevaca, Mexico, developing a porcelain studio based on what he learned in Asia. In 1992, he returned and moved to 
Sri Lanka and China, in addition to residences in Japan. In 1996, he moved to the island of Xiamen, China where he played a major role in the development 
of porcelain art in the cities of Chaozhou and Dehua, where he was given an honorary professorship in the Ceramic Institute in addition to lecturing in the 
Central Academy of Art Beijing.
 
During this time he became more involved in the development of contemporary art sculpture in crystal and porcelain, collaborating with artist Bjorn 
Norgaard (Denmark) as a technical adviser for the crystal sarcophagus of Her Majesty the Queen of Denmark and his Royal Highness The Prince Consort. 
His methods of painting have been reported to use ritual “dripping” techniques that don’t pull out the color randomly, rather distribute pigments dropwise. 
The technique uses instability of the fluid to create figures and the splash of the droplets to further enhance the painting.

Selected Exhibitions:

2017  “CHINA: RIvoluzione - Evoluzione (1949 - 1983)” Museo di Roma in Trastevere, Rome (Italy)
 “Como tinte que fluye” Pabellón de las Bellas Artes, Buenos Aires (Argentina)
 “Baptism of Color” Art Rooms, London (UK)
2016  “Between Sand & Water” Hafnia Gallery, Xiamen (China)
 “The Rebirth of Color” National Art Gallery, Sofia (Bulgaria)
 “Calligraphie à l’eau” Mémorial Pierre Savorgnan de Brazza, Bazzaville (Congo)
 “CHINA: RIvoluzione - Evoluzione (1949 - 1983)” Fondazione Villa Bertelli, Forte dei Marmi (Italy)
2015  “Calligrafia d’Acqua” Innerspace 17 Gallery, Torino (Italy)
 “Calligraphy of Water” During the 56th Biennale di Venezia (Italy)
 “Valpo Steps” The Nothing Gallery, Valparaiso (Chile)
  “Shadows” The Nothing Gallery, Valparaiso, (Chile)
2014  “Water is a color. Black” The Nothing Gallery, Xiamen (China)
2007  “Water is a color” The Nothing Gallery, Gulangyu (China)

2016 “Distorted” DIF - Museo diffuso della città di Formello, Rome (Italy)
2015 “Water is a Color” Live Performance at the MAAM, Rome (Italy)

Public Collections
Buddha Head 

Ceramic
26 cm x 20 cm x 39 cm

(10.2 x 7.8 x 15.3 Inches)



Buddha Heads 
Ceramic

26 cm x 20 cm x 39 cm
(10.2 x 7.8 x 15.3 Inches)

Buddha Heads
Ceramic

26 cm x 20 cm x 39 cm
(10.2 x 7.8 x 15.3 Inches)



Untitled II, Iceland
Ink on Paper

152 cm x 125 cm
(59.8 x 49.2 Inches)

Untitled II, Iceland
Ink on Paper

85 cm x 109 cm
(33.4 x 42.9 Inches)



Untitled 
Ink on Paper

109 cm x 150 cm
(42.9 x 59 Inches)

Sand & Water
Sand, Ink, Seawater on Paper

250 cm x 152 cm
(98.4 x 59.8 Inches)



Untitled #22
Ink on Paper

152 cm x 325 cm
(59.8 x 127.9 Inches)

Untitled
Ink on Paper

200 cm x 109 cm
(78.7 x 42.9 Inches)



        “Creation lives as genesis under the visible surface of the work”, Paul Klee

The creative process is not social, but strictly individual: one looks and finds that form and color are metaphors for space and life, rather than 
ideological allusions or revealed truths. And this is why that which is represented is worthy of our greatest attention for its own reasons and for itself. 
The work of art is usually, of course, a container of forces and tensions that are only soothed by the open contact of the observer who is aware of the 
charm of the artist’s uneasiness, where each gear in the articulated creative structure constitutes, through matter and color variations, a strong 
evocative, emotional association that carries us beyond the image of the work itself.

Painting is the most widely used method of expression, the most authentic and natural and, at the same time, the most abstract —pure meaning in 
which the creativity of form is emphasized, following its genesis step by step. Paul Klee has said: “…in the beginning, there may be action, but it isin turn 
subordinate to the idea”.

Therefore, to the artist the work stands for an experimental, spontaneous moment of the creative ideation, where the artist clearly testifies to the 
formation of the image, of sign as writing that, coming out of the unconscious, becomes visual thought. “A painting is not a picture of an experience, 
it is an experience.” 

We could draw on this thought by Mark Rothko to describe Stevens Vaughns work, which conveys the meaning of a visual essentiality,only apparently 
confusing, but structurally associated with an ironic and colorful view, expressing with its irrepressible sign a misleading gestural line, guided by a 
manual drive that is full of emotional and cultural expressionism that belongs in a sound reality. 

The structure or, better still, the ‘ritualism’ of each work is composed as the expression of a non-verbal thought, transformed into an articulated 
structure based on the revelation of reality, where a stylistic exercise capable of turning desire into the irony of creativity joins a deferred dilation of time 
and space. Patches, rapid straining and chromatic hauteurs contain the definition of space, contending against nature and poetry for the search of 
formal solutions for their work, which end up in a disturbing use of such a primary element as water. 

The artist with his gestures establishes a relationship with life in a kind of mythical ritual, inherited from his experiences in China and Japan, changing 
the way of seeing beyond aesthetic expression in a fantastic privi- leged condition. Because he does not look outside, but inside. Inside his origins, inside 
his self, choosing the ideal gesture, the ideal form, among proportions to be challenged, colors to be exhibited and dream-like signs to be exalted.

In making art, Stevens Vaughn always uses, as a ritual, the dripping technique, which does not imply throwing color in a casual way. On the contrary, it 
means, based on an experienced search, distributing each drop of pigment following a naturally relative order where the unsteadiness of the free
flowing spout can give rise to different figures: it can break into small drops, it can splash according to the impact on the surface but always in a 
balanced manner or, as in some of his latest works, the folds of the paper may determine the color surface. 

What-ever the case may be, he never surrenders anything to style or to the viewer’s expectations, but only to the unyielding and patient journey of color, 
often diluted with water, hence becoming quicker, on the spotless sheets of paper, expressing a search for something that is, that exists. Often there is 
not even a story to be described, but the interior of the image is reached straightaway, coupling technique with the expressive demand of vision. 

With the construction and deconstruction of forms that are set free from their role of expressing a concept, Stevens Vaughn’s quick gestures represent a 

Calligraphy of water
by Massimo Scaringella, Curator of the Biennal of Curitiba and Venice Biennale 

point of arrival, a definition of form itself with enduring attempts to acknowledge an inner, parallel reality. Thus a poetic dimension emerges where space, 
movement, rhythm, light and vibration are elements that can be referred to objective, emotional spaces in a dream vision in which, once again, the sign 
is no longer entrusted to pure instinct but to a creative, structured demand. 

Color, that element producing and discovering forms, allows chromatic tones to be transformed according to view. This tone-based relationship between 
the sheet’s white surface and color causes a unique vibration, a shrill clarity suggesting a vital removal of elements. The outcome essentially arises out 
of a clear intersection between compositional integrity and balance, where the unit, a key aspect to his work, is conquered through a composition in 
which elements are wisely arranged in space by means of an interrelation that expands the organic development of form.

In this phase of his work, Stevens Vaughn wants to persuade us of the exciting and at the same time provocative idea that making art is engaging in 
the anarchy of a lack of structure. But paradoxically, these works, full of light and color, take us back to a concrete view of today’s world, where the artist 
is perfectly aware of the assimilation resulting from the various cultural exchanges that occurred throughout his educational and creative journey.

Bearing witness to the fact that art is still the only existential segment today between human hope and poetry, we can claim, as Gillo Dorfles has, that “ 
the so-called abstractism does not exist at all. Everything exists already in the infinite field of nature”.

               Massimo Scaringella



Untitled #5
Ink on Paper

109 cm x 169 cm
(42.9 x 66.5 Inches)

Untitled #17
Ink on Paper

227 cm x 152 cm
(89.3 x 59.8 Inches)



Untitled #15
Ink on Paper

146 cm x 152 cm
(57.4 x 59.8 Inches)

Untitled #6
Ink on Paper

109 cm x 172 cm
(42.9 x 67.7 Inches)



Untitled #10
Ink on Paper

152 cm x 192 cm
(59.8 x 75.5 Inches)

Untitled #13
Ink on Paper

152 cm x 185 cm
(59.8 x 72.8 Inches)



Untitled #20
Ink on Paper

105 cm x 121 cm
(41.3 x 47.6 Inches)

Untitled #18
Ink on Paper

109 cm x 162 cm
(42.9 x  63.7  Inches)



Water is color

 Water and ink feature two primary means of media in traditional Chinese ink and wash painting. It seems as if brush touch and color are creations of ink. 
In an underlying sense, however, they are produced by incessantly flowing water. As the carrier of ink, water endows lines and forms with magic power. It is 
dynamic. The water-absorbing quality of rice paper applied in Chinese ink and wash painting conforms to the dynamic quality of water, allowing greater 
space of expression. Drip the ink with water on rice paper, the ink dot would spontaneously extend and vary in form. As a reproduction of the artistic 
conception for space from a metaphysical perspective, the notion in Chinese painting that “the grandest image has no fixed form” refers to the intuitional 
experience and under- standing towards nature. Forms in paintings are no longer confined by detailed portrait of an exact object, but they are representatives 
of the image at the painter’s deep heart.

Compared with figurative depiction that focuses on what one sees, image expression concerns more with the experience and perception of the mind. 
Moreover the latter concentrates further on the development that conception and behavior invest in practice. Both form and color in an image are highly 
brief. Water not only resolves the seemingly connected relation between form and reality, but also makes it possible for the painter to conduct image 
expression in the meta- physical space. 

Having been in China for many years, Stevens gradually accumulates knowledge in traditional Chinese culture and art, participating in multiple related 
activities as a natural result. His interest lies in flexible substances. He once invited over 20 art college students to visit his garden at Gulangyu Island and 
collaborate on one painting, which stretches approximately five meters. Each occupying one position before the paper, the students selected their favorite 
colors to paint at random, yet none of them could control or predict the painting process and its result. Half an hour later, the pouring rain suddenly fell. All the 
students sought shelter in the house. It then rained even more heavily. Piles of pigments in different colors flew on the paper under the effect of the rainwater. 
Forms and colors disappeared and meanwhile gave rise to new scenes.

Unexpected spaces compromised by colors came into being during the water movement. Holding an umbrella, Stevens sat up beside the painting as if 
watching another painter work. He enjoyed the creating process launched by water. Entitled “water is color”, the workshop on the rainy day was practically 
carried out by Stevens on purpose. This series constitutes part of his current painting practice. The role that water plays has to do with the balance between the 
controlled and the uncontrolled. According to the Chinese painting history, the uncontrolled implies permission for the other’s voluntary intervention and 
participation in creation, including media such as water, brush, ink and paper. It is a spiritual realm far beyond technique: to discover and present the 
existence of Self within No Self. 

Ever since 2013, Stevens abstained from using brush. As a substitute, he cast pigments to the paper and washed out the form and the color with abundant 
water in most cases. The uncontrolled method permitted the variance of space on the paper. In a certain period of 2014, Stevens gave up color and 
employed merely black ink, intending to experi- ence the “ink is color”theory in Chinese painting philosophy by his own study . (According to the Chinese 
painting philosophy, the ink comprises five colors.) Compared with pigments, the ink contains more water and thus the sensibility and uncertainty in its 
generation. 

The ink dots on the paper are ended up by being resolved or removed. While the continuously dripping ink is constantly removed by water, the space relation 
is released consequently, simple yet changeable. Stevens always addresses his practice as “play-seeking” which bears a remarkable similarity with the Yipin 
theory in Chinese painting philosophy, which suggests the ultimately extraordinary stage the artistic skill or art work achieves.

“Play-seeking”is the attitude that runs through Steven’s art initiatives. 

Qin Jian

by Qin Jian



Laura Zeni 

Laura Zeni, born in Milan, graduates from the Accademia di Brera under the guidance of Raffaele De Grada. Since 1980s until today, she has taken part in 
several solo and group exhibitions in Italy. In 2008, she is at Fuori Salone del Mobile with Jannelli & Volpi. 

In 2012 on the occasion of the fair White at Superstudio Più in Milan she opens the solo exhibition “Laura Zeni. Illuminazioni/Laura Zeni. Enlightenments”, 
curated by Fortunato D’Amico, with a catalogue published by Skira, followed by a personal exhibition at BIM-Banca Intermobiliare in the city center of Milan. 

In 2013 she holds at Spazio Tadini in Milan the exhibition “Laura Zeni. Indian Pattern” curated by Fortunato D’Amico; she takes part in the collective show at 
Macs - Mazda Con-Temporary Space in Milan; she is at Fuori Salone at Superstudio 13 and AAM - Arte Accessibile Milano, in the Sole 24 Ore venue 
“Eventiquattro”. 

She also exhibits in Alba at the Church of San Giuseppe and takes part in the Spoleto International Art Fair 2013. She is at the 9th International Biennale of 
Contemporary Art of Florence in the event “Passeggiata d’Arte e di Valori tra gli Olivi” and during the course of 2013 she takes part in several  events organized 
by the association Arte da Mangiare.

In 2014 on the occasion of the collateral events of ArteCremona Fair 2014 she exhibits in the prestigious Sala degli Alabardieri at the Town Hall in Cremona and 
participates at the Fair with Galleria Scoglio di Quarto. During the “Milan Design Week 2014” she is at Superstudio Più in the event Double Room by 
Porcelanosa Group and at the Temporary Museum for New Design with a special project. In the same year the Triennale di Milano hosts her solo exhibition 
“Laura Zeni. 

Coltivare la mente/Laura Zeni. Cultivating the mind” curated by Fortunato D’Amico; she takes part in the group exhibition “Le celle-L’anima/The cells-The soul” 
at the Priamàr Fortress in Savona; she also takes part in the International Festival Art Expo Spoleto 2014 and in “MPG 2014 - Mostra per Gioco/Exhibiton for Fun” 
at Spazio Tadini in Milan. In December-January 2014-2015 she is the first artist to hold a personal exhibition at Eataly Smeraldo in Milan. 

In 2015 the solo show “Aromatherapy. Laura Zeni” is exhibited at DAI Studio in Rome, Spazio Tadini in Milan hosts the exhibition “Laura Zeni. Mangia con la Testa/
Laura Zeni. Eat with your own head”, and she participates in the traveling exhibition presented in Malmö and Berlin. In London she takes part in the collective 
exhibition at La Galleria Pall Mall and holds personal exhibitions at the ArtMoorHouse and at Le Dame Art Gallery. 

She is among the artists of the Biennale Italia-Cina in Turin and the Chiostri dell’Umanitaria in Milan host her solo exhibition “Emotional Food”. During Fall 2015 
she is back in London as Fiat Chrysler Motor Village invites her to exhibit her works on the occasion of the launch of the new FIAT 500. In Rome she takes part in 
the important group exhibition “BAR, Bellezza, Arte e Ristoro. Architettura, cibo e design nell’Italia del ’900” at the Central Archives of the State. 

In 2016 in London she participates in the group exhibition at Camden Image Gallery and during the Milan Design Week 2016 in the exhibitions at Fabbrica del 
Vapore and at the ex Oratorio della Passione of the Basilica of S. Ambrogio, while Jannelli&Volpi hosts her personal exhibition “Laura Zeni. Geometrie ri-viste/
Laura Zeni. Re-visited geometries”. 

She also exhibits in New York in the group exhibition at Onishi Project and in Milan with a personal exhibition at the Church of San Bernardino alle Ossa. She 
takes part in the second edition of the Biennale d’Arte Contemporanea di Salerno and the Galleria d’Arte Moderna in Genoa welcomes the personal 
exhibition, curated by Fortunato D’Amico and Maria Flora Giubilei, “LAURA ZENI. PASSWOR(L)D”. 

Optical
Acrylic on Canvas
180 cm x 150 cm 
(70.8 x 59 Inches)



Dream
Acrylic on Canvas
180 cm x 150 cm 
(70.8 x 59 Inches)

Words
Acrylic on Canvas
180 cm x 150 cm 
(70.8 x 59 Inches)



Spring
Acrylic on Canvas

110 cm x 90 cm 
(43.3 x 35.4 Inches)

Oli America
Acrylic on Canvas

110 cm x 90 cm 
(43.3 x 35.4 Inches)



Network
Acrylic on Canvas

110 cm x 90 cm 
(43.3 x 35.4 Inches)

Limited Edition Miami 2017

David Bowie Jewel by Laura Zeni

Limited Edition of 99/USA
Black - Orange - Pink - Yellow - Blue - White

Laura Zeni pays tribute to the genius of David Bowie with her most precious art, with her Intimate 
Profiles, in a spontaneous woven texture, as for Bowie were notes and words spontaneous.

“For me, music is the color. Not the painting. My music allows me to paint myself ...” David Bowie. 

A game of colorful profiles, interlaced as thoughts, feelings, souls that in the constant play of 
fullness and emptiness of such works and messages, Laura Zeni makes alive with color.

The quintessentially color, the restless soul searching Bowie’s life, is the white of that emptiness, all to 
be filled ... and here the stimuli, the music vibrations that take place creating the color. 

Bowie’s face, as well as his notes, become definite, the fame arrives, the soul’s satisfaction and his 
music are given to the world in a continuous exchange of experiences.

And in the way the color changes, so the message changes too, because the soul of the same 
artist changes in relation to his experience...

The colorful profiles created by Zeni, with a 3D pop experimentation, assume even more coher-
ence... the Duke’s colorful  notes will play forever, because color is energy and, as such, it is an 
inexhaustible source of life...

Serena Mormino
 

by Serena Mormino, Curator and Art Critic 
Curator of the MUSEO DEL PARCO - International Centre for Outdoor Sculpture - Portofino
Presidente Associazione Culturale AMARTE (Chairman of AMARTE)



Seryolux

SERYOLUX, INC is an American company who promote and sell only the very best of craftsmanship and art with an 
emphasis on the Made in Italy offering one-of-a-kind items for home decor, refined furniture and lighting and an 
extraordinary collection of art glass, especially vintage Murano.

Seryolux assist you in creating unique residential interiors.

Sergio Gnesin, a Murano Glass expert and collector, learned glass design and techniques working in Murano.
He is the author of “I Vetri di Ermanno Nason/The Glass Sculptures of Ermanno Nason” among other catalogs; 
authorized dealer for vintage original pieces from the Ermanno Nason Collection and for vintage original pieces 
from the Costantini Collection (Fucina degli Angeli).

Angelo Rinaldi glass bowl, 1992

Surface completely acid etched 
resulting in a geometrical pattern.
Size: H. 6.1”, Diam. 13.2”
Limited edition, signed.
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